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b

Octahedral Pt–Ni catalyst nanoparticles (NPs) are predicted to exhibit high activity for the oxygen
reduction reaction. However, until now this class of catalysts has been limited by its long-term performance, as a result of compositional and morphological instabilities of the NPs. In situ transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) is a powerful technique for understanding morphological and compositional evolution
under controlled conditions. It is of great importance to study the evolution of the morphology and
elemental distribution in bimetallic NPs and their interaction with the support in reducing and oxidizing
treatments at the atomic scale for the rational design of catalysts. Here, we use in situ TEM to follow
dynamic changes in the NP morphology, faceting and elemental segregation under working conditions in
previously unreported Pt–Ni core–shell octahedral structures. We follow changes in the Pt–Ni catalyst
from a segregated structure to an alloyed shell conﬁguration and then a more spherical structure as a
function of temperature under reducing conditions. Exposure to an oxidizing environment then leads to
oxidation of the C support, while the spherical NPs undergo a cycle of transformations into cubic NPs folReceived 25th July 2018,
Accepted 14th October 2018

lowed by the reaction to spherical NPs. The formation of the cubic NPs results from CO formation during
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C oxidation, before it is ﬁnally oxidized to CO2. Our observations may pave the way towards the design of
optimized structure–stability electrocatalysts and highlight the importance of TEM visualization of degra-
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dation and transformation pathways in bimetallic Pt–Ni NPs under reducing and oxidizing conditions.

Pt–Ni octahedral nanoparticles (NPs) are an evolving class of
electrocatalysts.1 A strong focus has been placed on the control
of the compositions, shapes and sizes of Pt–Ni based nanostructures, in order to improve their catalytic activities.2
Although there have been many studies of Pt–Ni octahedral
NPs with diﬀerent compositions, sizes and activities for electrocatalysis, considerable work is still needed to optimize such
catalysts due to their lack of durability. Previous work focused
on the degradation of Pt–Ni octahedral NPs for the design of
new catalysts.3 The work inferred that the degradation process
under electrochemical treatment was caused by the loss of
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octahedral shape due to Ni dissolution from the {111} facets3
or migration of Pt surface atoms.4 Several approaches were
used to try to suppress the degradation process. For example,
it was attempted to prevent dissolution of Ni from the {111}
facets by adding an ultrathin Pt layer to the Pt–Ni octahedra.5
Doping of Pt–Ni octahedra with a third metal has also been
used in the attempts to prevent degradation.4,6,7 For example,
Beermann et al.4 doped Pt–Ni octahedra with Rh and suppressed the Pt migration on the surface. Theoretical calculations by Cao et al.8 and Jia et al.9 underlined the beneficial
impact of adding a third metal. They predicted a limitation of
the Ni dissolution rate resulting from a reduction in the Ni
surface atom equilibrium concentration.8
Additional annealing treatments have been employed as a
strategy to optimize the long-term catalytic behavior of Pt–M
(M = transition metal) NPs by tuning their size, surface faceting and near-surface elemental distribution.10,11 Enhanced
catalytic performance was reported for annealed Pt–M NPs and
correlated with the specific surface atomic configuration
created during thermal annealing.11 However, high temperature thermal annealing of shaped NPs can result in undesired
morphological changes, as reported in transmission electron
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microscopy (TEM) studies of the thermal annealing of shaped
Pt nanoparticles.10 In situ TEM is increasingly used to study
morphological stability and surface compositional evolution at
the atomic scale under controlled working conditions, e.g., in
annealing environments. An in situ TEM study was performed
on sandwich-like Pt–Ni octahedral NPs, which were transformed into Pt–Ni alloy octahedral NPs during mild thermal
annealing at 200 °C under vacuum.12 By using an in situ TEM
holder based on a MEMS chip it was demonstrated that Pt-rich
Pt–Ni octahedra underwent morphological changes including
the formation of a thin Pt shell on their {111} facets.13 By following this approach, we14 tracked the morphological evolution as a function of temperature of Ni-rich Pt–Ni octahedra,
for which the formation of a thin Pt shell on the {111} facets
was accompanied by cuboctahedron formation. However, the
in situ studies of the stability of Pt–Ni NPs during annealing
treatments under a gas atmosphere have not yet been carried
out in detail. In particular, the fact that most catalysts are
stored in air may result in surface oxidation and consequent
changes in both their surface structures (e.g., dissolution of Pt
and Ni atoms from vertex sites8) and their electronic properties,15 resulting in a change in their catalytic activity. The
oxidation behavior of a metallic alloy is further complicated by
the presence of diﬀerent cations, which may result in selective
oxidation of one component of the alloy.16
Here, we study the morphological and compositional
changes in a previously unreported Pt–Ni octahedral core–
shell structure under working conditions. We perform in situ
TEM annealing experiments both under vacuum (i.e., under
reducing conditions) and in the presence of an oxidizing gas
atmosphere. In each case, we use high-angle annular dark
field scanning TEM (HAADF STEM) and energy dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) to gain additional insight into the
structure–stability relationship regarding morphology as well
as elemental distribution. We follow MEMS chips for the
dynamic evolution of NP morphology, faceting and elemental
segregation under working conditions under 1 × 10−10 bar
vacuum and 1.1 bar O2. We establish not only a consistent
picture of the structure–stability relationship of this
C-supported Pt–Ni core–shell octahedral structure, but also
infer from in situ TEM that CO is an intermediate state
during C oxidation accompanied by the unprecedented transformation into cubes in the presence of O2 and thermal
energy.

Results and discussion
Pt–Ni octahedral NPs were prepared using a previously unreported synthesis pathway using benzyl alcohol (BA) as the
solvent at 150 °C as described in the experimental part of
the ESI†. Diﬀerent shapes of Pt–Ni NPs were obtained by
this method, 70% of which had octahedral shapes, with a
broad size distribution (Fig. S1G in the ESI†). TEM images
of the octahedral structures (Fig. S1A in the ESI†) reveal a
vertex-to-vertex particle size along the 〈100〉 directions of 16
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± 2 nm. The HAADF STEM image shown in Fig. S1B† highlights the fact that this NP is a truncated octahedron viewed
approximately along 〈110〉 with flat {111} facets and truncated vertices that take the form of {100} facets. The corresponding EDX maps shown in Fig. S1C–E† reveal a segregated
structure with a Pt-rich shell and a Ni-rich core. The
interpretation of our experimental EDX result is consistent
with the simulated EDX maps for Pt–Ni core–shell octahedra
from previous work.17 The HAADF STEM image shows a
consistent bright stripe around the outer part of the NP,
while the core is less bright. The presence of oxygen at the
surface/subsurface regions is assigned to the initially prepared octahedral NPs due to their exposure to air after
preparation and is seen in the C-supported Pt–Ni core–shell
octahedra in the EDX map in Fig. S1F.†
This structural observation has not previously been
reported for Pt–Ni octahedra. Previous work has focused on
the growth mechanism for diﬀerent synthetic pathways of octahedral NPs with diﬀerent Pt and Ni distributions.18–20
Furthermore, a segregated structure was reported with Pt
forming a hexapod structure with six arms along the 〈100〉
directions, while Ni was deposited on the {111} faces18 and an
octahedral structure, with Pt distributed along three orthogonal Cartesian axes and at the NP edges, while Ni filled the
{111} faces.19 Recently, a Pt core in a Pt–Ni alloy shell octahedral structure has been found.20 In contrast, the structure
presented here has not, to the best of our knowledge, yet been
described in the studies of PtNi octahedra.
We studied the stabilities of our Pt–Ni core–shell octahedra
first by performing in situ heating in the TEM under reducing
conditions (see the ESI†). Fig. 1 shows high-resolution TEM
(HRTEM) images at elevated temperatures of a representative
Pt–Ni octahedral NP during annealing at temperatures
between 50 °C and 600 °C. The Pt–Ni octahedral structure
shows no visible morphological changes up to 300 °C (Fig. 1A–
F). Above 300 °C, it begins to change its shape. The edges start
to become rounder, as do the originally flat {100} facets
(Fig. 1G). Such a rounding of the octahedral structure is consistent with the previous work.13,14 On increasing the temperature to 500 °C, the original octahedral shape was still visible
(Fig. 1J). A transition to a fully spherical shape was observed at
600 °C (Fig. 1L). Fig. S2 in the ESI† shows additional HRTEM
images, which display a similar behavior.
The Pt–Ni octahedral NP shows Moiré fringes with a
spacing of 0.4–0.49 nm in the core region up to 300 °C. The
arrows in Fig. S3A† mark a Moiré fringe spacing of 0.49 nm.
With increasing temperature, the spacing distance of the
Moiré fringes in the core region increased to 2.00–2.07 nm at
400 °C. The arrows in Fig. S3B† mark a Moiré fringe spacing of
2.07 nm. The Moiré fringes disappear above a temperature of
500 °C.
Two overlapping materials with diﬀerent lattice parameters
and/or a relative rotation angle lead to the formation of Moiré
fringes. She et al.21 described the appearance of Moiré fringes
in Au–Ni core–shell nanoparticles due to the diﬀerence in the
crystalline plane spacing between the Au core and the Ni shell.
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Fig. 1 HRTEM images of Pt–Ni octahedral NPs recorded during in situ thermal annealing at elevated temperature under vacuum between 50 °C
and 600 °C.

The Moiré fringe spacing d was calculated using the
expression:
d¼

d2  d1
;
ðd2  d1 Þ

ð1Þ

where d1 and d2 correspond to the lattice spacings of the two
materials. A similar calculation for Pt {111} planes (0.23 nm)
and PtO2 {111} planes (0.15 nm), Ni {111} planes (0.20 nm)
and PtO2 {111} planes (0.15 nm), and NiO {111} planes
(0.24 nm) and PtO2 {111} planes (0.15 nm) leads to Moiré
fringe spacings of 0.5, 0.4 and 0.36 nm, respectively. These
values are close to the experimental values of 0.4–0.49 nm for
the Moiré fringe spacings below 300 °C and could therefore be
attributed to the diﬀerence in the crystalline plane spacing
between a PtO2 surface layer and Pt, Ni and/or NiO inside the
NPs. The presence of an oxide is consistent with the EDX map
of the pristine material shown in Fig. S1F.† An enrichment of O
at the edges is also seen in EDX line scans recorded from Pt–Ni
core–shell octahedra at 300 °C (marked by arrows in Fig. S4†).
A calculation for NiO {111} planes (0.24 nm) and Pt–Ni
{111} planes (0.22 nm) leads to a Moiré fringe spacing of
2.08 nm. At temperatures higher than 300 °C, this value is
close to the experimental Moiré fringe spacing of
2.00–2.07 nm and could therefore be attributed to the formation of a Pt-rich region alloyed with Ni in the outer part of
the NPs and a NiO core region. EDX line scans recorded from
the NP after annealing at 500 °C suggest the formation of a
NiO core region, as they show a more homogeneous O distribution when compared to the O enrichment visible at the
edges of the NP at 300 °C (Fig. S4†).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018

The pristine Pt–Ni NP has a clear segregated structure with
a Pt-rich shell and a Ni-rich core (Fig. S1†). In order to study
the eﬀect of annealing on the local composition, we recorded
EDX maps alongside HAADF STEM images. (1) Up to 300 °C,
no compositional changes are observed: Pt and Ni are clearly
separated from each other in the EDX maps (Fig. 2D, G and J),
in agreement with the lower intensity in the core and higher
intensity in the outer part of the NP in the HAADF STEM
image shown in Fig. 2A. (2) The local compositions in the Pt–
Ni octahedra changed slightly when the temperature reached
500 °C. As described above, at 500 °C, the corners started to
become rounder and the local composition started to change.
Interdiﬀusion of Pt and Ni occurred, with Pt from the shell
diﬀusing into the inner part of the NP (Fig. 2B, E, H and K),
resulting in a thicker Pt-rich region alloyed with Ni (marked
using arrows in Fig. 2K) and a smaller Ni core (Fig. 2K). This
conclusion is consistent with the decrease in contrast variation
in the HAADF STEM image shown in Fig. 2B compared to
Fig. 2A and is in line with the appearance of Moiré fringes
with interval distances between 2.00 and 2.07 nm at a temperature higher than 300 °C as described above.
This morphological and compositional evolution is similar
to that observed for the smaller octahedral nanoparticles
(Fig. S5 in the ESI†).
This process is described in terms of the movement of Ni
towards the surface by the replacement of Pt in PtOx species by
Ni due to its higher oxygen aﬃnity.22 A proposed Pt-rich
surface with subsurface Ni after annealing13,14 is in line with
our present results. The experimental work by Stamenkovic
et al.23 on Pt3–Ni {111} alloy surfaces demonstrated superior
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Fig. 2 HAADF STEM images and EDX composition maps of a Pt–Ni octahedral nanoparticle. The high-resolution HAADF STEM image of a nanoparticle oriented close to 〈110〉 after annealing at (A) 300 °C, (B) 500 °C, and (C) 600 °C. (D–F) Corresponding Pt (red) and Ni (green) signals in qualitative EDX composition maps. (G–I) and (J–L) Corresponding quantitative EDX composition maps for (G–I) Pt and (J–L) Ni, according to the color
legends included below the ﬁgures. Arrows in (K) mark the resulting Pt-rich region alloyed with Ni after 500 °C.

catalytic behavior for the ORR compared to pure Pt surfaces
and was theoretically supported by the work of Duan et al.24,25
Pan et al. reported surface Ni enrichment after annealing their
octahedra, accompanied by an increase in the ORR activity.12
The octahedra in the present study could be tuned between
high activity and long-term stability by thermal annealing,
whereas the initially thick Pt shell could lower the ORR activity
as it was shown that pure Pt surfaces are less active than Pt–Ni
surfaces;23,24,26 a very thin Pt shell with a Ni subsurface could
decrease the durability of the catalyst due to Ni dissolution
under electrochemical conditions.3 A compromise in shell
thickness after annealing would result in a valuable long-term
catalyst.

21356 | Nanoscale, 2018, 10, 21353–21362

The use of a high temperature results in an undesired morphological shape, as shown elsewhere.10,12–14 In the present
study, after annealing at 600 °C the octahedral shape is no
longer retained; the HAADF STEM image (Fig. 2C) shows no
contrast variation between the shell and the core, the Moiré
fringes disappear and in the EDX maps an alloyed structure is
observed due to further interdiﬀusion of Pt and Ni with
increasing temperature.
The average composition of the octahedral particles at 300,
500, and 600 °C is Pt 62 at%, Ni 38 at%; Pt 69 at%, Ni 31 at%;
and Pt 75 at%, Ni 25 at%, respectively (Fig. S6A†). Hence, Ni
dissolution takes place during the heating process. In order to
study the Ni dissolution under reducing conditions in more
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detail, large irregular C-supported Ni-rich Pt–Ni NPs were analyzed before and after annealing at 800 °C under reducing conditions. The overall composition of larger NPs in the initial
state, shown in Fig. S7A–E†, is Pt 3 at%, Ni 97 at%. After
annealing under vacuum at 800 °C, only Pt-rich cores remain,
while little Ni is left (Fig. S7F–J†). Therefore, at a higher temperature, the dissolution of Ni also takes place for large
C-supported irregular Ni-rich Pt–Ni nanoparticles. A volatile
Ni-containing species is likely to be formed during this
process. In order to investigate the role of the C support, Pt–Ni
nanoparticles without a C support were also analyzed
(Fig. S8†). Without a C support, the Pt–Ni nanoparticles,
in both their initial state and after annealing at 500 °C
under reducing conditions, had a measured composition of
Pt 21 at%, Ni 79 at% (Fig. S6C†). Therefore, no Ni dissolution
takes place for Pt–Ni nanoparticles without a C support. In
contrast, in Pt–Ni C-supported NPs, a volatile Ni and C containing species is likely to be formed.
This process, which is referred to as the carbothermal
reduction of metal oxides, may be associated with several possible mechanisms that have been discussed in the
literature.27–29 For Pt–Ni core–shell octahedral NPs, Ni is
thought to move towards the surface of the octahedral NPs
through exchange with Pt in PtOx species, thus forming NiO,
as described above. The NiO can then react with the C support
to form a Ni-species vapor. Gaseous Ni-species can be
extracted by the ion getter pumps of the TEM before their condensation can lead to the formation of Ni-rich NPs on the substrate or volatile Ni-species condensate inside the TEM elsewhere outside the field of view. The initial decomposition
temperature of 500 °C for nanoscale carbothermal reduction
inferred from the present study is lower than the decomposition temperatures reported in the literature, which are typically between 600 and 772 °C.29 We assume that this discrepancy may be attributed to the smaller particle size in the
present work and to the influence of the high energy electron
beam in the TEM.
The reduction of NiO by C is, in contrast to its thermal dissociation, thermodynamically favored.30 The reduction of NiO
by C should therefore occur at lower temperatures, which may
explain the present results for Pt–Ni NPs without a C support,
where Ni is not lost at 500 °C. Furthermore, L’vov29 suggested
a mechanism whereby NiO dissociates into gaseous Ni and O2,
but Ni immediately condenses, which may provide another
explanation for why no Ni dissolution takes place for Pt–Ni
NPs without C support at 500 °C.
After investigating the Pt–Ni core–shell octahedra during
annealing under reducing conditions, the same Pt–Ni core–
shell octahedra were examined during annealing under oxidizing conditions with an annealing treatment. The Pt–Ni NPs
were deposited on a MEMS chip, which was placed in a gas
reaction specimen holder that was loaded with 1.1 bar of O2.
Below 300 °C, in the absence of gas, no changes were visible.
Therefore, any change taking place in this temperature range
can be attributed to the presence of oxygen. After 30 min at
250 °C, no change in the Pt–Ni octahedral NPs was visible.
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However, in C black began the formation of a discontinuous C
structure (Fig. 3B). Fig. S9† illustrates the development of the
morphology of a C black particle in 1.1 bar of oxygen gas
recorded at 23, 250 and 500 °C, respectively. As mentioned
above, the primary C black particle became partly hollow
(marked using arrows in Fig. S9B†) at 250 °C, before a bigger
discontinuous C structure developed at 500 °C (marked using
arrows in Fig. S9C†). The final structure in Fig. S9D† shows
only a small amorphous skin.
A change in C black under oxidizing conditions was previously reported by Burden et al.,31 who used a gas flow of
20 mbar and observed gaseous products of CO and CO2, as
well as the formation of a shell after 450 s, with the inner
material separating from the walls.31 In line with our result,
they31 observed in detail that the C black structure became
amorphous and hollowed out before an amorphous skin
remained in the final structure.
At 500 °C, no significant change to the Pt–Ni octahedralshaped NP had been observed under vacuum. In contrast, on
heating the sample to 500 °C in O2, the Pt–Ni octahedra transformed into cubic structures (blue circles in Fig. 3C and D),
which then transformed continuously between spherical and
cubic shapes until the C was consumed. Fig. 4 shows TEM
images recorded at 500 °C of representative NPs transforming
into cubic structures during annealing in 1.1 bar. The NP in
Fig. 4A (in the blue circle) has a cuboid structure with edge
lengths of 14 and 9 nm. This cuboid NP transforms into a
spherical NP (blue circle in Fig. 4B) and undergoes several
oscillations between spherical and cubic shapes (Fig. 4C–F). A
similar oscillation is shown for a diﬀerent NP in Fig. 4G–L (in
the red circle). More complex transformation pathways are also
observed (Fig. 4M–X). For instance, a cubic NP with a 10 nm
edge length and a non-cubic NP (Fig. 4M) approach each other
(Fig. 4N) and then coalesce (Fig. 4O). The resulting NP transforms into a cubic NP with a 20 nm edge length (Fig. 4P),
before it starts to split (Fig. 4Q) into a non-cubic NP and an
L-shaped NP (Fig. 4R). The L-shaped NP starts to split further
(Fig. 4S–U), before two non-cubic NPs are formed (Fig. 4V).
One of the NPs transforms into a cuboid structure (Fig. 4W,
right NP) and then into an L-shaped NP. The dynamics of the
transformations can be seen in a video in the ESI.† The
mechanism of C oxidation to CO2 can be accompanied by the
formation of CO.32,33 The previous work31 suggested the formation of CO from C black only as a result of electron beam
irradiation of oxygen as mentioned above. Here, the formation
of CO is supported by additional heating.
Previous studies revealed that CO selectively adsorbs onto
Pt {100} crystal facets.34 CO then stabilizes the {100} surfaces
and plays a key role in the formation of Pt and Pt–M
nanocubes.35–38 The Pt–Ni core–shell octahedra examined
during annealing under inert conditions, with an annealing
treatment at 500 °C, do not transform into cubic structures and
more than an amorphous C skin remains from the C black
structure (Fig. S10†).
In order to confirm the formation of a C containing gas
during annealing of the C-black-supported Pt–Ni NPs under an
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Fig. 3 (A–D) Bright-ﬁeld TEM images recorded at (A) room temperature, (B) 250 °C and (C and D) 500 °C in 1.1 bar of oxygen. (E, I, M, and Q)
HAADF STEM images of the NPs after heating at 500 °C in 1.1 bar of oxygen. (F–H, J–L, N–P and R–T) Corresponding EDX maps showing Pt (red)
and Ni (green).

oxygen atmosphere, thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA)
coupled with mass spectrometry (MS) was carried out. An
increase in an ion current was visible for a mass-to-charge
ratio of 44 (CO2) between 350 °C and 500 °C as a result of the
production of CO2, as shown in Fig. 5. A significant signal for
CO production was not apparent, due to only local enrichment
of CO and fast further oxidation to CO2.
These observations are in agreement with the continuous
destruction and reformation of the cubic shapes, with a concentration of local CO leading to the formation of cubes, followed by non-cubic structures as soon as CO was oxidized to
CO2. The fundamental related question is whether CO is an
intermediate in CO2 formation, or whether CO2 is produced
directly from C.39 Our observation of the formation of Pt–Ni
nanocubes, followed by degradation to shapeless NPs, suggests

21358 | Nanoscale, 2018, 10, 21353–21362

that the formation of CO is an intermediate step in C oxidation, which has not previously been inferred from in situ
TEM measurements (see the video in the ESI†).
Fig. 3E–T show the HAADF STEM images and corresponding EDX maps of the products. The overview EDX maps
in Fig. 3F–H reveal both Pt-rich and Ni-rich NPs. Higher magnification images in Fig. 3I–L reveal a cubic NP with rounded
corners, which consists mainly of Pt, with a small amount of
Ni surrounding the cube.
CO-assisted wet chemistry synthesis of cubes is known to
result in round corners,38 as observed here.
For spherical NPs that were formerly cubes, a similar Pt
and Ni distribution is visible (Fig. 3O–P). The NP imaged in
Fig. 3M–P consists mainly of Pt, while Ni is only attached on
its outer part. Ni dissolution in the form of a volatile Ni- and
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Fig. 4 (A–X) Bright-ﬁeld TEM images recorded at 500 °C in 1.1 bar of oxygen showing transformation pathways between spherical and cubic
shapes. (A–F) Blue, (G–L) red and (M–X) yellow circles mark identical nanoparticles. The actual time is given in seconds (s). The symbols c and s
mark the particles that are obviously cubic or spherical, respectively. Further details are provided in the text.

C-based compound was not only observed here, but also to a
smaller extent under reducing conditions. However, pure Ni
NPs were formed in addition to Pt-rich NPs under oxidizing
conditions (see Fig. 3Q–T).
The NPs that formed by the TGA-MS measurement were
analyzed using HAADF STEM imaging and EDX, as shown
in Fig. 5. The images reveal Pt-rich NPs, with Ni attached
only on their outer parts (Fig. 5B and C), as well as Ni-rich
NPs (Fig. 5D and E), supporting the results obtained

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018

after in situ measurement under an oxygen atmosphere at
500 °C.
Diﬀusion of Ni towards NP surfaces at higher temperatures
in oxygen was already reported for a diﬀerent octahedral structure.22 The surface Ni could then react with the formed CO to
produce Ni(CO)4. Heinicke40 reported that Ni(CO)4 formation
was inhibited in the presence of oxygen. However, as soon as a
Ni surface site was not covered by oxygen, the reaction could
take place. In the present study, CO was formed while the NPs
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Fig. 5 (A) Time-dependent temperature proﬁle and ion current release for a mass of 28 (CO) and 44 (CO2) during TGA-MS measurement under an
oxygen atmosphere. (B and D) HAADF STEM images of NPs after TGA-MS and (C and E) corresponding EDX maps showing Pt (red) and Ni (green).

simultaneously detached from the support, leading to a
dynamic situation, in which some Ni could not be covered by
oxygen and could react with CO. The decomposition of volatile
Ni(CO)4 into Ni and CO is well known from previous work.41
This behavior is supported by the formation of Ni NPs (e.g.,
Fig. 3Q–T), while the presence of CO is suggested indirectly by
the cube formation. It should, however, be noted that the mere
coexistence of CO and Ni does not automatically lead to the
formation of Ni(CO)4.42–44 Although a fully reduced Ni surface
species may be available for the formation of Ni(CO)4, the pres-

ence of a reducing gas and thermodynamically favored conditions (a temperature below 150 °C) are missing in our experimental environment.42 Therefore, in the present study, the Nirich NP formation most likely results from Ni diﬀusion
towards an oxygen-rich environment.
Based on the present in situ study, Fig. 6 illustrates a proposed morphological evolution sequence for the transformation of octahedral NPs under reducing (Fig. 6A) and oxidizing
(Fig. 6B) conditions. In both the cases, the starting materials
are core–shell octahedral NPs.

Fig. 6 Schematic diagrams illustrating the proposed morphological evolution of Pt–Ni core–shell octahedral NPs with Pt (red) and Ni (green) distributions during (A) in situ thermal heating and (B) in situ thermal heating in oxygen. Further details are provided in the text.

21360 | Nanoscale, 2018, 10, 21353–21362
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Under reducing conditions, the core–shell octahedral NPs
form a more alloyed octahedral structure above 300 °C, with Ni
close to their surfaces. When the temperature is increased to
600 °C, the octahedral structure is lost, in favor of a spherical
structure. With increasing temperature, the dissolution of Ni is
visible; Ni-rich NPs are not observed to form on the support.
The formation of NiO by the exchange with PtOx species leads
to the carbothermal reduction of NiO. Under inert conditions,
the resulting volatile Ni-species and CO are likely to be
extracted by the ion getter pumps of the TEM before the condensation of Ni-rich NPs can occur.
Under oxidizing conditions at 500 °C, Pt-rich cubic NPs,
spherical Pt-rich NPs with attached Ni and Ni-rich NPs are
formed. The Ni NPs probably form as a result of the diﬀusion
of Ni due to its high aﬃnity for oxygen, whereas C is oxidized to
CO and CO2; the resulting CO is absorbed onto the Pt, which in
turn forms a cubic shape. Once the CO is further oxidized to
CO2, the Pt cubes are destroyed and spherical NPs form as soon
as the local environment is rich in O2 and/or CO2.
In conclusion, we have performed in situ TEM thermal
annealing of previously unreported Pt–Ni octahedral NPs supported on carbon under reducing and oxidizing conditions up
to 600 °C. The previously unreported core–shell Pt–Ni octahedra
maintain their shapes over a wide temperature range (up to
500 °C) under reducing conditions, although the starting core–
shell structure becomes more alloyed due to the interdiﬀusion
of Pt and Ni, leading finally to an alloyed spherical Pt–Ni structure. In contrast, under oxidizing conditions, the core–shell Pt–
Ni octahedra maintain their shape over a narrower temperature
range (below 500 °C). A transformation of the starting octahedral NPs to cubes was visible through the formation of CO.
Its further oxidation to CO2 leads to the formation of spherical
NPs in a continuous process, until all of the C is consumed.
The results reveal the ability to tune the optimal structure–stability relationship of the core–shell octahedral Pt–Ni NPs as an
electrocatalyst. They also address the fundamental role of CO as
an intermediate stage during carbon oxidation. This study introduces a methodology of degradation and transformation pathways for various nanomaterials including shaped NPs, core–
shell NPs and Janus NPs.
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